Software to control pallets

Web-based add-on system

2ic Pallets is a specialised software tool for efficiently
managing pallets and other rented containers. It
reconciles pallet company invoices and provides tight
control to eliminate losses and minimise costs.

Streamlined online system that is ideal for
lower-volume locations, e.g. retail stores.
Feeds pallet movement records into 2ic Pallets
for centralised reconciling.
Easy to use and purely web-based  no
software is installed on the users computer.

The Problem

Pallets are inherently difficult to manage.
Transfers & exchanges, rejections & corrections
 it is unlike ordinary inventory control.
Pallet companies require transactions to be
submitted electronically.
Invoices from pallet companies are complex and
time consuming to reconcile.
Equipment coming on to the account must be
transferred off. Losing pallets is a constant risk
and potentially very expensive.

The Solution

2ic Pallets simplifies pallet management.
Automated reconciliation reduces errors, identifies
problems and saves time. Both quantities and
charges are checked on each invoice.
2ic Pallets is focussed on preventing losses and
reducing risk.
A suite of reports aid in pallet management and
ensure equipment balances and liabilities are
known at all times.
Suitable for all pallet users in the supply chain.

If you dont manage pallets properly, things quickly
get out of control and the costs can be quite horrendous.
Without 2ic Pallets it would be totally impractical to do
what we are doing and get the results we are achieving.
Ms Belinda Field
Materials Handling Manager
Star Track Express, Australia

www.2icsoftware.com
sales@2icsoftware.com

How it works

Movements are either keyed or imported from
your warehouse or transport management
system.
Selected movements are exported to pallet
companies.
Pallet company invoices are imported and
automatically reconciled. Exceptions are identified
and handled efficiently.
Physical counts are recorded for accurate
reporting of gains or losses, relative to account
balances.

2ic Pallets is compatible with:
CHEP
Loscam
CPC
IPP Logipal
LPR
CEVA Logistics
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Reconciliation has been streamlined via 2ic's automatic
process. Indeed in terms of reduced paperwork alone
we are now saving 40 labour hours per month.
Mr Rob Barr
Warehouse Specialist
Unisource, Canada
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Download the
free trial from
www.2icsoftware.com

